Summoning the spirit of the Dankshard
Invoking the Power of Danksharding

- Scalability
- Data availability
- Accessibility

- L2 Fees
- State bloat
Invoking the Power of Danksharding
Invoking the Power of Danksharding
The machine contains a secret
A secret that must be summoned
Only one honest participant required

You?
browser accessible
+5000 contributions
< 5 min
only 7 mb
SUMMONING GUIDE

Whispers from the shadows tell of a powerful spirit Dankshard, who will open the next chapter of Ethereum scalability. To summon its powers, this Ceremony needs your contribution. This illuminated guide will lead you through the movements necessary to complete the ritual.

Magic math awaits - are you ready to add your color to the story?

Begin

or learn more below
OPEN THE WAY

The Ceremony requires souls of pure intent. Summoners show their integrity by unlocking with an address that has at least three sent transactions.

It does not send any funds or permit any contracts. This method also allows us to deliver a POAP after the Ceremony.
ENTROPY ENTRY

The Ceremony requires 3 random inputs from each summoner.

Memory: a piece of you in text form, with random characters added. A hope for the future, or the name of someone dear.

Motion: Trace some elements of the guide with your cursor - the interface will capture your unique path.

Machine: Your browser will generate its own randomness in the background.
YOU HAVE BEEN CALLED UPON

You are now entrusted with the Powers of Tau. Your Secret, Sigil, and Sample are being fused with those that came before.

Rituals cannot be hastened - time given here creates timeless artifacts.
DANKSHARD
DRAWS NEAR

Success! Echoes of you are permanently fused with the others in this Summoning Ceremony.

Remember: this is only a testnet Ceremony - make sure to return for the full Dankshard summoning.

View my contribution
Grants!!

- Write your own implementation
- Unique randomness generation
Sign up to be notified
..there will be a POAP 😍

@CarlBeek

@trent_vanepps